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For a coherent EX -module M, Kashiwara and Schapira introduced the complex
RHomEX (M, OX) of holomorphic solutions to M. Very recently this complex was
used by R. Ishimura (1998, J. Math. Pures Appl. 77, 647654) to formulate and
establish the CauchyKowalevski theorem for E-modules. In this paper, we will
give a rigorous proof of some arguments of Ishimura.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
It was certainly a revolutionary discovery that Kashiwara [3] gener-
alized the classical CauchyKowalevski theorem to systems of linear partial
differential equations (D-modules). Let M be a coherent DX -module on a
complex manifold X and Y/X a complex submanifold for which M is
non-characteristic. Then Kashiwara’s theorem states the following
isomorphism
f &1RHomDX (M, OX)[RHomDY ( f

&1M, OY)
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1 During the preparation of this paper, the discussions with Professor Ishimura were very
helpful. We express our hearty thanks to Professor Ishimura on this occasion.
on Y for f: Y/X. Here RHomDX (M, OX) denotes the holomorphic solu-
tion complex to M and f

&1M stands for the induced system of M to Y.
On the other hand, Kashiwara and Schapira [5, 6] introduced the holo-
morphic solution complex RHomEX (M, OX) to any coherent EX -module
M. Since the sheaf of ring EX of microdifferential operators is defined on
the cotangent bundle T*X of X, this complex RHomEX (M, OX) is an object
of a certain microlocal category Db(X; p) (this notion was introduced in
[7]). So it was quite natural to ask if a microlocal version of Kashiwara’s
theorem exists for RHomEX (M, OX).
Very recently, Ishimura [2] formulated it and proved the following
microlocal isomorphism
f &1p RHomEX (M, OX)[RHomEY ( f

&1
p M, OY)
(in Db(Y; pY)) for coherent EX-modules M defined near a point p # T*X,
where f

&1
p means the microlocal inverse image introduced in [7]. However,
in the proof of [2], the microlocal inverse image f &1p RHomEX (M, OX) and
the ordinary inverse image f &1RHomEX (M, OX) are not distinguished
strictly, and it remains to show the former one can be expressed like the
latter one. The principal aim of the present paper is to fill this gap. The
functor of microlocal inverse image f &1p (V)= f
&1,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(V) is a
composition of the microlocal cut-off functor ,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(V) and the
ordinary inverse image f &1. Hence we show that the microlocal cut-off
functor ,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(V) does not change the complex RHomEX (M, OX)
so substantially (see Propositon 3.1):
,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(RHom
(G, Z)
EX
(M, OX))=RHom (G0, Z0)EX (M, OX).
It can be achieved by using some lemmas, topological in nature. We also
have to take care so that we can apply a BonySchapira result [1] to the
object:
f &1p RHomEX (M, OX)= f
&1RHom (G0, Z0)EX (M, OX).
For this purpose, we will take the closed subset Z0 /X, which is necessary
to cut-off the support of RHomEX (M, OX) (see [7, Fig. 6.1.1] and Remark
3.6), to be a difference of two pseudo-convex open subsets of X. Moreover
the set Z0 has to be locally a complement of convex open set to prove
Proposition 3.1.
Since the CauchyKowalevski theorem for EX -modules
f &1p RHomEX (M, OX)[RHomEY ( f

&1
p M, OY)
(in Db(Y; pY)) asserts the compatibility of the microlocal restriction to Y:
f

&1
p M of the EX-module M and the microlocal inverse image f
&1
p through
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the functor RHomEX (V, OX), one can expect many variants of it. For exam-
ple, the compatibility with some other operations (direct image, exterior
tensor product, etc.) is also a natural question and will become a good
target of study in the recent future. Moreover, this theorem was of great
use to derive various division theorems on the boundary value problems.
For example, Sugiki [9] gave a purely functorial proof (that does not involve
the use of quantized contact transformations) of the KashiwaraKawai
division theorem of [4]. Considering such importance of the Cauchy
Kowalevski theorem for EX -modules, we present here our explanations for
the result of Ishimura [2].
2. REVIEW OF PRELIMINARY NOTIONS AND RESULTS
In this paper, we will mainly employ the terminology of [7, 8]. For
example, for a topological space X we denote by Db(X) the derived
category of bounded complexes of sheaves of CX -modules. Let X be a com-
plex manifold and OX the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X. Let us
recall that Sato et al. [8] defined the sheaf EX (/ERX) of microdifferential
operators (holomorphic microdifferential operators) on the cotangent bun-
dle T*X. If we set ?X : T*X  X and denote by DX the sheaf of ring of dif-
ferential operators with holomorphic coefficients on X, then ?&1X DX is a
subring of EX . Here we are interested only in coherent EX-modules M
defined over certain open subsets of T*X. Though the sheaf OX is not a
EX -module in the usual sense, after the fundamental works of Kashiwara
and Schapira [5, 6] and Ishimura [2], one can define the holomorphic
solution complex RHomEX (M, OX) for a coherent EX -module as follows.
First, we choose a finite EX-free resolution of M,
0  ENrX  E
Nr&1
X  } } }  E
N1
X  E
N0
X  M  0 (2.2.1)
defined on an open neighborhood of pX # T4 *X. Next, we indentify X with
an open subset of Cn&R2n and take a proper closed convex cone
G/Cn&R2n and a G-round open subset D/X/Cn (x0=?X ( pX) # D) so
that every differential in (2.2.1) is an element of E(G, D). Here E(G, D)
stands for the ring introduced by [5]. We denote by M v(G, D) the
complex
0  E(G, D)Nr  E(G, D)Nr&1  } } }  E(G, D)N1  E(G, D)N0  0
of finite free E(G, D)-modules associated to the resolution (2.2.1) and the
choice of G and D. Finally we denote by XG the subspace X/Cn endowed
with the G-topology and set ,G : X  XG the canonical continuous map.
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Proposition 2.1 [5, Corollary 3.2.5]. Let x0 # D be a point. Then there
exists a G-round open neighborhood U of x0 such that for any pair 00 /01
of G-open subsets of X with Z :=01 "00 / /U we have
,&1G R,GVR1Z(OX) # D
b(Mod(E(G, D)01)),
where Mod(E(G, D)01) is the abelian category of E(G, D)01 -modules on 01 .
Now the complex RHomE(G, D)(M v(G, D), ,&1G R,G*R1Z(OX)) # D
b(01)
has a meaning for the pair 00 /01 satisfying the conditions of Proposition
2.1 and x0=?X ( pX) # Int(01"00). Ishimura [2] denoted the image of this
complex by the morphism
Db(01)  Db(01 ; pX)
by RHomEX (M, OX)pX . In other words, RHomEX (M, OX)pX is represented
by the complex RHomE(G, D)(M v(G, D), ,&1G R,G*R1Z(OX)) on 01 /X.
Considering this situation, let us briefly denote it by RHomEX (M, OX) #
Db(01). This is the notation that we used in Section 1 to simplify the
explanation. Of course, we have to keep in mind that the definition of
RHomEX (M, OX) depends on the choice of 00 /01 , G etc. Hence, to be
precise, we shall mainly adopt another notation RHom (G, Z)EX (M, OX) for the
bounded complex of sheaves RHomE(G, D)(M v(G, D), ,&1G R,G*R1Z(OX))
on 01 /X. The most basic result on the micro-support of RHom (G, Z)EX (M,
OX) is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 10.4.2 of Kashiwara and Schapira [6]). Set
V :=Int(01"00)_Int(G%a) /X_Cn &T*X. Then we have the estimation
of the micro-support,
SS(RHom (G, Z)EX (M, OX)) & V/supp(M) & V.
This theorem does not tell us any information about the micro-support
outside V=Int(01"00)_Int(G%a). For example, for a point q=(x0 ;!dx) #
Int(01"00)_G%a/V, !{0, such that q  supp(M), it is not clear if
q  SS(RHom (G, Z)EX (M, OX)) holds.
3. MICROLOCAL CUT-OFF AND ESTIMATION OF THE
MICRO-SUPPORT OF RHomEX (M, OX)
In this section, we will show the refined microlocal cut-off (of [7]) of the
complex RHom (G, Z)EX (M, OX) can be written as RHom
(G0 , Z0)
EX
(M, OX) for
another cone G0 and some locally closed subset Z0 /Z. This is possible in
some cases. In addition to the situation in Section 2, we suppose also that
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two open subsets 00 /01 of X are G0-open for a proper closed convex
cone G0 in X&Cn such that G"[0]/Int(G0) (we write G//G0 for
short). Let us assume that x0=?X ( pX) # Int(01"00) is the origin 0 of X&
Cn. Then the ‘‘refined’’ microlocal cut-off (See [7]) of RHom (G, Z)EX (M, OX)
is the complex
,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(RHom
(G, Z)
EX
(M, OX))
for an appropriate closed subset Z0 /Z such that 0 # Int Z0 and ,G0 : X 
XG0 . See Proposition 6.1.4 of [7] for details. Since G//G0 , the
EX -module M yields also a complex M v(G0 , D) of finite free E(G0 , D)-
modules. Therefore if Z0 is G0 -closed in Z, then one can define a complex
RHom(G0, Z0)EX (M, OX) # D
b(01) by
RHom(G0, Z0)EX (M, OX) :=RHomE(G0 , D)(M
v(G0 , D), ,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX)).
Proposition 3.1. If Z0 is G0 -closed in Z such that 01"Z0 is convex
open in X, then we have
,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(RHom
(G, Z)
EX
(M, OX))[RHom (G0, Z0)EX (M, OX)
in Db(01).
Proof. First, we have the chain of isomorphisms
,&1G0 R,G0* R1Z0(RHom
(G, Z)
EX
(M, OX))
=,&1G0 R,G0*RHomE(G, D)(M
v(G, D), R1Z0,
&1
G R,G*R1Z(OX))
[RHomE(G, D)(M v(G, D), , &1G0 R,G0*R1Z0,
&1
G R,G*R1Z(OX)),
where the last equality follows from the fact that M v(G, D) is a complex
of finite ‘‘free’’ E(G, D)-modules. Now we require the next lemma.
Lemma 3.2. If Z0 is G0 -closed in a G0 -open subset 01 in X such that
01 "Z0 is convex open in X, and G/G0 , the following isomorphism of
functors in Db(01) holds:
,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0,
&1
G R,GV(V)],
&1
G0 R,G0*,
&1
G R,GVR1Z0(V).
Proof. It suffices to show the isomorphism
R1(U; ,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0 ,
&1
G R,GV(F ))
]R1(U; ,&1G0 R,G0*,
&1
G R,GVR1Z0(F )) (3.3.2)
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for all convex open subsets U in 01 and any F # Db(01). By Proposition
3.5.3(i) of [7] the right hand side of (3.3.2) is equal to R1(U+G0 ;
R1Z0(F )). The left hand side of (3.3.2) is also isomorphic to R1(U+G0 ;
R1Z0 ,
&1
G R,GV(F )). Thus the morphism of (3.3.2) can be embedded into the
following morphism of distinguished triangles:
R1Z0(U+G0 ; ,
&1
G R,GV(F )) ww R1(U+G0 ; ,
&1
G R,GV(F )) ww
R1Z0(U+G0 ; F ) R1(U+G0 ; F )
R1((U+G0)"Z0 ; ,&1G R,GV(F )) ww+1
(3.3.3)
R1((U+G0)"Z0 ; F ) +1.
Now again by Proposition 3.5.3(i) of [7] the third and second vertical
arrows of (3.3.3) are isomorphisms, since ((U+G0)"Z0)+G=((U+G0)"
Z0) ((U+G0)"Z0 is convex) and (U+G0)+G=U+G0 . This means that
the first vertical arrow (which is the morphism in (3.3.2)) is also
isomorphic. It completes the proof. K
Remark 3.3. If we eliminate the part ,&1G0 R,G0* of both sides of (3.3.1),
then we get the morphism of functors
,&1G R,GVR1Z0(V)  R1Z0 ,
&1
G R,GV(V).
However, in general, this is not an isomorphism. For example, the stalk of
the complex R1Z0 ,
&1
G R,GV(F ) (F # D
b(X)) at x0 # Int Z0 is nothing but
(,&1G R,GV(F ))x0 , which is not necessarily equal to (,
&1
G R,GVR1Z0(F ))x0 .
The next (almost obvious) lemma is also necessary to prove Proposition 3.1.
Lemma 3.4. Let G/G0 be two proper closed convex cones in RN and set
,G : RN  RNG and ,G0 : R
N  RNG0 . Then for any object F # D
b(RN) satisfying
the condition
(x+G0) & supp F is compact for \x # RN,
there exists an isomorphism
,&1G0 R,G0*,
&1
G R,GV(F )[,
&1
G0 R,G0*(F ).
Proof. By Proposition 3.5.4 of [7] we may view the functors
,&1G0 R,G0*(V) and ,
&1
G R,G V (V) as sheaf theoretical integral transforma-
tions. Then the statement of the lemma follows easily by calculating the
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composition of the kernels of these integral transformations. For example,
use Proposition 3.6.4 of [7]. K
Let us return to the proof of Proposition 3.1. Combining Lemma 3.2 and
Lemma 3.4, we have obtained the isomorphism
,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(RHom
(G, Z)
EX
(M, OX))
&RHomE(G, D)(M v(G, D), ,&1G0 R,G0VR1Z0(OX)). (3.3.4)
Since ,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX) is a complex of E(G0 , D)-modules, we can per-
form a ring extension E(G, D)  E(G0 , D) and the right hand side of
(3.3.4) is isomorphic to
RHomE(G0, D)(M
v(G0 , D), ,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX))
=RHom (G0, Z0)EX (M, OX).
It completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. K
Now let 0{! # G 0%a be a fixed non-zero vector in T0*X&Cn. We will
look for the condition on supp(M) and Z0 /Z under which the following
estimation of micro-support,
q=(0; ! dx)  SS(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0 RHom
(G, Z)
EX
(M, OX)),
holds (0 # Int Z0).
Lemma 3.5. Consider the following set of points in G0 & Z0 ,
S! :=[x # G0 & Z0 : the exterior conormal SS(CG0)
a to G0 contains (x; ! dx)]
and assume the conditions:
(a) S! /Int Z.
(b) For \x # S! we have (x; ! dx)  supp (M).
(c) For \x # S! & Z0 , (supp(M) & Tx*X) & SS(CZ0)/T*X X and
(x; !dx)  (supp(M) & Tx*X )+(SS(CZ0)
a & Tx*X ).
Then we have (see Fig. 1)
q=(0; ! dx)  SS(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0 RHom
(G, Z)
EX
(M, OX)).
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FIGURE 1
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 6.1.4 in
[7], if we use the result of Theorem 2.2,
SS(RHom (G, Z)EX (M, OX)) & V/supp(M) & V
for V=Int Z_Int(G%a) (the covector 0{! # G 0%a is contained in
Int(G%a)). The conditions (b) and (c) entail
(x; ! dx)  SS(R1Z0 RHom
(G, Z)
EX
(M, OX))
for \x # S! & Z0 , and we get under the conditions (a), (b), and (c),
(x; ! dx)  SS(CG0)
a & SS(R1Z0 RHom
(G, Z)
EX
(M, OX)) for \x # X.
This implies (0; !dx)  SS(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0 RHom
(G, Z)
EX
(M, OX)) as in the
proof of Proposition 6.1.4 of [7]. Hence the proof is complete. K
Remark 3.6. In our Lemma 3.5 we did not assume that Z0 and G0
are tangent at Z0 & G0 as in [7, Fig. 6.1.1]. We can relax the condition
to (c) of Lemma 3.5. This slight modification will be useful in the next sec-
tion to choose Z0 to be a difference of two pseudo-convex open subsets in
X&Cn. If we take a closed subset like in [7, Fig 6.1.1], it is difficult to
make its complement pseudo-convex. It has been checked for several
examples by calculating the Levy form of the boundary of this closed set.
Summarizing up the results in this section, we have got the proposition
below.
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Proposition 3.7. If Z0 is G0 -closed in Z such that 01"Z0 is convex
open in X and the conditions (a), (b), and (c) in Lemma 3.5 are satisfied for
a covector 0{! # G 0%a , then we have:
q=(0; ! dx)  SS(RHom (G0, Z0)EX (M, OX)).
4. THE CAUCHYKOWALEVSKI THEOREM FOR EX -MODULES
In this section we will present the detailed proof of the microlocal ver-
sion of the CauchyKowalevski theorem due to Ishimura [2], filling some
gaps by the results in Section 3. As in previous sections, we consider
coherent EX-modules defined in a neighborhood of a point pX # T4 *X. To
formulate the Cauchy problem, let us consider a complex submanifold
Y/X such that ?X ( pX) # Y. We set as usual
T*Y w\ Y_X T*X w
| T*X
and p :=|&1( pX), pY :=\|&1( pX). Then we have pX=|( p).
Definition 4.1 [8]. We say a coherent EX-module M is non-charac-
teristic for f: Y/X at p # Y_X T*X iff there exists an open neighborhood
U of p in Y_X T*X such that \ is finite map on U & |&1(supp M). We
denote the category of the coherent EX -modules defined in a neighborhood
of pX satisfying this condition by Cohf (EX ; pX).
As a sheaf theoretical counterpart of the above definition, we have the
following category (see Proposition 6.1.9 of [7] and Definition 4.1 of [2]).
Definition 4.2 ([7] and Ishimura [2]). We define the full subcategory
Dbf (X; pX) of D
b(X; pX) by
Dbf (X; pX) :=[F # D
b(X; pX) | \&1( pY) & |&1(SS(F ))/[ p] near pX].
Then by Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.2 of Ishimura [2], RHomEX (V,
OX)pX is a functor from Cohf (EX ; pX) to D
b
f (X; pX). On the other hand, we
have the operations of the (sheaf theoretical) microlocal inverse image of
[7],
f &1p : D
b
f (X; pX)  D
b(Y; pY)
and the inverse image (in the category of E-modules),
f

&1
p : Cohf (EX ; pX)  Coh(EY ; pY),
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where Coh(EY ; pY) is the category of coherent EY-modules on a
neighborhood of pY . Now we can state the CauchyKowalevski theorem of
Ishimura [2].
Theorem 4.3 (Theorem 4.3 of Ishimura [2]). For any coherent EX-module
M # Cohf (EX ; pX), there is a natural isomorphism
f &1p (RHomEX (M, OX)pX)[RHomEY (f

&1
p M, OY)pY . (4.4.1)
in Db(Y; pY). That is, the diagram
Cohf (EX ; pX) wwwww
RHomEX (V, OX)pX
Dbf (X; pX)
f

&1
p , f
&1
p ,
Coh(EY ; pY) wwwww
RHomEY (V, OY)pY
Db(Y; pY)
commutes.
Proof. By the induction on the codimension of Y in X, we may assume
that Y is a complex hypersurface of X. First, as in the proof of Theorem
4.3 of [2], we take a special resolution of M at pX ,
} } }  Mk w
dk Mk&1  } } }  M1 w
d1 M0  M  0
by the coherent EX-modules Mk=Nki=1 EXEX Pi, k # Cohf (EX ; pX). If we
set L vk :=[0  E
Nk
X w
(Pi, k) ENkX  0], then we have a quasi-isomorphism
L vk &Mk and one can construct the commutative diagram of chain maps
L vk w
$k L vk&1
" , " ,
Mk w
dk Mk&1
for each k1, where vertical arrows are quasi-isomorphisms. Let us denote
by F v the simple complex associated the double complex:
[ } } }  L vk w
$k L vk&1  } } }  L
v
1 w
$1 L v0  0].
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Here we define the shift of F v so that
F0{0 and Fi=0 for \i>0
holds. Then we have the quasi-isomorphism F v &M and F v is a finite
EX -free resolution of M. We will use this special resolution F v of M near
pX # T4 *X to construct the complex RHomEX (M, OX)pX . We can choose a
proper closed convex cone G0 /X&Cn, a relatively compact open set
D/X, G0-open subsets 00 /01 with Z=01 "00 //D, another closed
convex cone G//G0 , and G0 -closed subset Z0 in Z such that
0=?X ( pX) # Int Z0 so that the following conditions are fulfilled (see Fig. 2).
(i) The EX-free resolution F v of M can be transformed to a com-
plex of finite free E(G, D)(resp. E(G0 , D))-module M v(G, D)(resp. M v(G0 , D))
and the complex
RHom (G, Z)EX (M, OX) :=RHomE(G, D)(M
v(G, D), , &1G R,G*R1Z(OX))
(resp. RHom (G0, Z0)EX (M, OX)
:=RHomE(G0 , D)(M
v(G0 , D), , &1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX)))
is well-defined.
(ii) \&1( pY) & (X_G%a) & supp(M)/[ pX] (Note that \&1( pY)&C.)
(iii) For \q=(0; ! dx) # \&1( pY) & (X_G 0%a) (!{0, 0=?X ( pX)),
the conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Lemma 3.5 are satisfied.
(iv) 01 and 01 "Z0 are convex open subsets of X&Cn.
FIGURE 2
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For these choices of G0 , 00 /01, etc., we get by Theorem 2.2 and
Proposition 3.7 the estimation of micro-support,
\&1( pY) & SS(RHom (G0, Z0)EX (M, OX))/[ p],
which allows us to indentify the microlocal inverse image f &1p (RHomEX
(M, OX)pX) with the ordinary inverse image f
&1RHom (G0, Z0)EX (M, OX) in
Db(Y; pY). Thus the left hand side of (4.4.1) is equal to f &1RHom (G0, Z0)EX
(M, OX). If we recall the construction of F
v and M v(G0 , D), this complex
is quasi-isomorphic to the simple complex associated to the double com-
plex,
0 0
0 w 
N0
H1(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX))Y w 
N1
H1(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX))Y w } } }
(Pi, 0) (Pi, 1)
0 w 
N0
H1(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX))Y w 
N1
H1(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX))Y w } } } .
0 0 (4.4.2)
Note that (if Z0 is a difference of two pseudo-convex open sets) the com-
plex (,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX))Y on Y is concentrated in the degree 1. Now by
Theorem 3.1.2 of Bony and Schapira [1], the kernels and cokernels of
vertical arrows of (4.4.2) are calculated as follows. We have
coker[Nk H1(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX))Y  
Nk H1(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0(OX))Y]&0,
ker [Nk H1(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0 (OX))Y  
Nk H1(,&1G0 R,G0*R1Z0 (OX))Y]
&Mk H1(,&1G 0 R,G 0*R1Z 0(OY))
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in an open neighborhood of 0=?X ( pX), where G 0=G0 & Y, ,G 0 : Y  YG 0 ,
Z 0=Z0 & Y and
Mk := :
Nk
i=1
[the order of the zero of the principal symbol _(Pi, k) of Pi, k at pX].
Therefore the simple complex associated to the double complex (4.4.2) is
quasi-isomorphic to
0  
M0
H1(,&1G 0 R,G 0*R1Z 0(OY))  } } }  
Mk
H1(,&1G 0 R,G 0* R1Z 0(OY))  } } } ,
which is nothing but RHom (G 0, Z 0)EY ( f

&1
p M, OY). It is because f

&1
p M is quasi-
isomorphic to the complex
[ } } }  f

&1
p Mk  } } }  f

&1
p M1  f

&1
p M0  0]
&[ } } }  EMkY  } } }  E
M1
Y  E
M0
Y  0].
It completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. K
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